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Changing diameters of the aorta
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Diameter reduction due to hypovolemia Diameter increase during resuscitation Oversizing needed for adequate sealing



43 trauma patients
➢ CT on admission

➢ CT in stable situation



74 patients with rAAA treated with EVAR



Increased risc of Type 

1A endoleak 



134 patients with rAAA



Hemodynamically unstable

Oversizing > vs < 30%

Hemodynamically stable

Oversizing > vs < 20%



➢ An important technical aspect of emergency EVAR is the degree of stent graft 
oversizing in the presence of existing hypovolaemia. The haemodynamic condition of 
the patient on presentation may influence this and, to avoid an intraoperative or late 
Type Ia or Ib endoleak, 30% oversizing is preferable when treating a rAAA assessed by 
CTA performed during permissive hypotension

➢ It is also advised that the devices used for rAAAs should be the ones that the operator 
and the team routinely use in elective EVAR and with which the team has significant 
experience.



Conclusions

• The aorta is not just a tube, but a working organ

• The diameters are influenced by the hemodynamic status of the 

patient and oversizing should be adapted to it.

• In hemodynamically stable patients with rAAA an oversing of ≥ 20% 

is indicated

• In hypotensive patients with rAAA an oversizing of +/- 30% is 

indicated

• The endografts shuld be compliant and comformable enough to 

accomodate for these changes in diameter
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